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	Small & Family Business


Supporting businesses to start, grow and succeed, and to connect businesses to the array of government services.


> business.sa.gov.au

	Skilled + Business Migration


Providing pathways to living, working or establishing in South Australia.


> migration.sa.gov.au

	SA Science Excellence + Innovation Awards


Celebrating the importance of science, research and innovation in 2023.


> scienceawards.sa.gov.au

	South Australian Careers Hub


Helping you find a career in one of South Australia's fast-growing industries.


> careers.sa.gov.au
















	
Focus areas

Partnering with business and industry across key focus areas for economic growth in South Australia.





	Manufacturing


Building a strong and innovative manufacturing sector for South Australia’s continued participation in the global economy.

	Critical Technologies


Driving economic growth in South Australia through Critical Technologies.

	Startup ecosystem


Supporting South Australian entrepreneurs to start and scale their businesses.

	Defence Industry Workforce and Skills


Growing South Australia's workforce to support delivery of complex defence projects.

	Industrial transformation


Find out how technological and environmental change is transforming industry.

	Science and research excellence


Finding opportunities through research, translation and commercialisation.

	Higher and International Education


Creating a progressive, globally recognised and internationally competitive higher education sector.

	Workforce development and migration


Supporting South Australia's industry to attract and retain the workforce it needs.

	Small and Family Business


Supporting South Australia's small and family businesses to operate, grow and succeed.










	
Programs and initiatives

Supporting business and industry through strategic programs, projects and initiatives.





	South Australia's Small Business Strategy 2023-30


South Australia’s Small Business Strategy 2023-2030 is designed to support small businesses to adapt, grow and succeed, now and into the future.

	New Adelaide University


Learn about how the State Government is working with The University of Adelaide and the University of South Australia to create a combined new university for our state.

	Research and Innovation Fund


Supporting researchers, entrepreneurs and businesses to accelerate their progress through funding from the State Government.

	Seed-Start


Equipping innovative, early-stage South Australian startups with grant funding to support the commercialisation of an innovative product or service.

	Other support programs

	River Murray flooding support

	See it LIVE grant program

	Music industry grant programs

	Programs for small and family business













	
The Department

Delivering sustainable economic growth and a resilient economy through the development of creative, innovative and productive businesses and industries in South Australia.





	About us


Find out more about the Department for Industry, Innovation and Science including Ministers, leadership and people, corporate governance and more.

	Ministers


Learn more about the Ministers responsible for the portfolio of the Department for Industry, Innovation and Science.

	Leadership and people


Read about our Executive leadership team and the Chief Scientist for South Australia and South Australian Chief Entrepreneur.

	Organisational governance


Find information relating to Freedom of Information, proactive disclosure and our Reconciliation Action Plan plus more.

	Engagement at DIIS


We engage with industry, all levels of government, the skills and education sector and local communities to inform and shape the development of future projects, policies and strategies.

	Contact us


Contact the department for general enquiries, complaints or to speak to a business unit representative.










	
News and Events

Explore the latest news, events and insights from South Australia's industry, academia and business community.





	News


Read all the latest news and updates from the Department for Industry, Innovation and Science

	Industry events


View full list of industry events, seminars and networking opportunities.

	Small business events


Events for small and family businesses in South Australia.

	SA Science Excellence + Innovation Awards


Showcasing the critical importance of science, research and innovation to the development of South Australia's industry and society.

















	
Focus areas


Focus areas

Partnering with business and industry across key focus areas for economic growth in South Australia.

	Manufacturing

Building a strong and innovative manufacturing sector for South Australia’s continued participation in the global economy.

	Critical Technologies

Driving economic growth in South Australia through Critical Technologies.

	Startup ecosystem

Supporting South Australian entrepreneurs to start and scale their businesses.

	Defence Industry Workforce and Skills

Growing South Australia's workforce to support delivery of complex defence projects.

	Industrial transformation

Find out how technological and environmental change is transforming industry.

	Science and research excellence

Finding opportunities through research, translation and commercialisation.

	Higher and International Education

Creating a progressive, globally recognised and internationally competitive higher education sector.

	Workforce development and migration

Supporting South Australia's industry to attract and retain the workforce it needs.

	Small and Family Business

Supporting South Australia's small and family businesses to operate, grow and succeed.
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Programs and initiatives

Supporting business and industry through strategic programs, projects and initiatives.

	South Australia's Small Business Strategy 2023-30

South Australia’s Small Business Strategy 2023-2030 is designed to support small businesses to adapt, grow and succeed, now and into the future.

	New Adelaide University

Learn about how the State Government is working with The University of Adelaide and the University of South Australia to create a combined new university for our state.

	Research and Innovation Fund

Supporting researchers, entrepreneurs and businesses to accelerate their progress through funding from the State Government.

	Seed-Start

Equipping innovative, early-stage South Australian startups with grant funding to support the commercialisation of an innovative product or service.

	Other support programs
	River Murray flooding support

	See it LIVE grant program

	Music industry grant programs

	Programs for small and family business








	
The Department


The Department

Delivering sustainable economic growth and a resilient economy through the development of creative, innovative and productive businesses and industries in South Australia.

	About us

Find out more about the Department for Industry, Innovation and Science including Ministers, leadership and people, corporate governance and more.

	Ministers

Learn more about the Ministers responsible for the portfolio of the Department for Industry, Innovation and Science.

	Leadership and people

Read about our Executive leadership team and the Chief Scientist for South Australia and South Australian Chief Entrepreneur.

	Organisational governance

Find information relating to Freedom of Information, proactive disclosure and our Reconciliation Action Plan plus more.

	Engagement at DIIS

We engage with industry, all levels of government, the skills and education sector and local communities to inform and shape the development of future projects, policies and strategies.

	Contact us

Contact the department for general enquiries, complaints or to speak to a business unit representative.
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News and Events

Explore the latest news, events and insights from South Australia's industry, academia and business community.

	News

Read all the latest news and updates from the Department for Industry, Innovation and Science

	Industry events

View full list of industry events, seminars and networking opportunities.

	Small business events

Events for small and family businesses in South Australia.

	SA Science Excellence + Innovation Awards

Showcasing the critical importance of science, research and innovation to the development of South Australia's industry and society.
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South Australia’s startup ecosystem
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	Overview
	Startup successes
	Grant funding
	Resources
	Contact






Supporting South Australian entrepreneurs to start and scale their businesses


South Australia’s startup ecosystem has grown significantly over the last decade, as recognised by the Startup Genome Global Startup Ecosystem Report, which ranks Adelaide as a Top 5 city within the Oceania region for overall sector performance, and within the Top 10 for funding raised.
Dealroom – a platform mapping the growth of startup ecosystems across the world – lists almost 750 verified South Australian startups, employing an estimated 7300+ people.
The sectors most strongly represented by South Australian startups include:
	Cyber security
	Creative industries
	Advanced manufacturing (with applications in space and defence)
	Environment, energy and agtech.



Hundreds of South Australian startups operate from one of the state-supported innovation districts, benefitting from the expertise and patronage of neighbouring research institutions and global tech companies.

The Department for Industry, Innovation and Science (DIIS) supports the establishment and growth of local startups by connecting founders with the tools, knowledge and resources required to accelerate business success.

Read the Global Startup Ecosystem Report
Visit Dealroom
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Adelaide jumps 33 places in global startup rankings
The latest Global Startup Ecosystem Report, released by Startup Genome in 2023, reveals that Adelaide has risen 33 places in the global ranking of startup ecosystems from 2022 to 2023.
The value of Adelaide’s startup ecosystem increased 347 per cent from $348 million in 2020 to $1.56 billion in 2023.
On the back of this achievement, the South Australian Government was invited to contribute a feature on our capital city’s strengths for inclusion in the Report.

View this feature to learn more about Adelaide’s global reputation as a startup-friendly city.

Visit Startup Genome

Download the report











Startups in South Australia

750+verified SA startups on dealroom.co




$1.6bfunding raised by SA startups 2017 - 2023




$15min Seed-Start grants awarded
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Innovation Leaders Network
Unleashing growth potential through peer-to-peer knowledge sharing.
The Innovation Leaders Network is a new platform to foster the exchange of knowledge and inspire collaboration between seasoned entrepreneurs and emerging startups.

Learn more
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Tribe Global trade missions
Apply for a sponsored place to the UK or USA
In 2024, the Department for Industry, Innovation and Science is once again supporting 10 South Australian tech startup founders to participate in international trade missions.
Apply now for the chance to join Tribe Global Ventures’ Australian delegation to the UK (9 – 15 June) or US (27 October – 2 November).
Trade missions are carefully curated by this experienced venture capital fund for maximum impact and immersion in the local marketplace.

Apply













Seed-Start

The Seed-Start program provides financial support for early-stage, high-growth potential businesses. Eligible South Australian startups are invited to apply for funding through this competitive grant program to assist with the cost of commercialising a unique product or service.



Learn more



South Australian Venture Capital Fund

Managed by Artesian Venture Partners, the $50 million South Australian Venture Capital Fund (SAVCF) was established to help dynamic and innovative early-stage companies accelerate their growth to national and global markets.



Learn more



Southern Angels

Southern Angels is a group of experienced executives, investors, ex-founders and entrepreneurs interested in investing time, expertise and capital into high growth companies with the potential to make a global impact. Supported by the South Australian Government, this angel investment firm has invested $3.5 million into 18 startups since its inception in 2018.



Learn more



Women in Business Fearless Innovators Grant

In
partnership with the Fearless Females Network and Women in Innovation, the
Women in Business Fearless Innovators Grant program helps innovative South
Australian women access the capital they need to grow their business into
national and global enterprises, leading to a more inclusive and diverse
business community.



Learn more







Other startup supports


Business SA
Supported by the South Australian Government, Business SA facilitates several programs designed to connect business founders with the right knowledge and mentors to achieve sustainable business growth. Opportunities include the Business Accelerator Program, SAYES and ENCORE.
Learn More






ThincLab
The University of Adelaide’s ThincLab provides startups with a space and community in which to nurture ideas, develop entrepreneurial skills and knowledge, and facilitate valuable connections with mentors, investors, and experienced entrepreneurs. Its range of programs (ThincSeed, ThincSprint, ThincStart, etc.) are designed to support founders through all stages of business growth.
Learn More






Innovation and Collaboration Centre
University of South Australia’s Innovation and Collaboration Centre supports early-stage startups by providing workspace, mentoring and funding. The Centre’s Venture Catalyst programs are designed to help early-stage startup founders build a globally scalable and investment ready business.
Learn More






New Venture Institute
Flinders University’s New Venture Institute specialises in the translation of ideas into industry outcomes. For example, the institute’s Venture Dorm program is designed to help founders progress from business conception to market validation in just eight weeks.
Learn More
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Dealroom South Australia
Offering an open-access portal of data on a particular region’s startup and innovation ecosystem, Dealroom South Australia makes it easy for policymakers, researchers, journalists and investors to learn about the increasing level of startup and innovation activity in South Australia.
To make sure your business is visible on the platform, we encourage South Australian startups to visit Dealroom to:
	Claim and edit your business profile
	Learn about investors and local investment opportunities
	Find relevant startup programs, resources, and support
	Access data on South Australia’s growing startup and innovation ecosystem, including the number of startup businesses operating and jobs created.

Its free to register a profile with Dealroom. Use the guide below to get started, and to learn how to create or claim a startup listing.

Visit Dealroom

Read the guide
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Lot Fourteen Startup Hub
At the heart of Adelaide’s innovation district Lot Fourteen is the Startup Hub. Supported by the Department for Industry, Innovation and Science and operated by national incubator Stone & Chalk, this co-working space is designed to give local startups the best foundations for success.
There are almost 60 startup businesses currently based at the Startup Hub, benefitting from regular events, workshops and other networking opportunities – as well as the partnerships forged with neighbouring universities and global companies.
The community is dominated by tech-savvy founders, including current and future business leaders in the fields of fintech, health tech, space, cyber, agtech, AI, IoT, data analytics and software.

Visit Stone and Chalk











Get help navigating opportunities
There are experienced DIIS team members available to support your growth ambitions – whether that be help with workforce development, navigating government and other support programs, connecting with peers and industry leaders, or the adoption of new technologies.

Email us







Subscribe for the latest startup news

Your nameFirst Name *


Last Name








Email address *



Privacy statementAll information is collected and used in accordance with the DIIS Privacy Statement.










Submit
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Address

Department for Industry,

Innovation and Science


Level 4,

11 Waymouth Street,

Adelaide SA 5000


GPO Box 320

Adelaide SA 5001


Contact

Phone:
1300 117 088

Media (24 hours):
1300 799 248

diisreception@sa.gov.au
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